Substituting for Carol Baxter, I have not taken
the temporary editorship of this History
Detective newsletter without misgivings.
Neither would an arsonist take, command of a
genealogical library without misgivings. But I
was in circumstances that made the ‘salary’ an
object. Carol Baxter, the regular editor of the
newsletter, is just back from a cruise and busy
writing some interesting book or another, and
I accepted the terms she offered, and took her
place. (That is, to do it as a free offering.)
The sensation of being at work again is
luxurious, and I have wrought all the night with
unflagging pleasure. We went to press, and I
waited a day with some solicitude to see
whether my effort was going to attract any notice. As I left the office, toward
sundown, a group of men and boys at the foot of the stairs dispersed with one
impulse, and gave me passageway, and I heard one or two of them say: ‘That's him!’
I was naturally pleased by this incident. The next morning I found a similar
group at the foot of the stairs, and scattering couples and individuals standing here
and there in the street, and over the way, watching me with interest. The group
separated and fell back as I approached, and I heard a man say: ‘Look at his eye!’
I pretended not to observe the notice I was attracting, but secretly I was pleased
with it, and was purposing to write an account of it to my aunt.
I went up the short flight of stairs, and heard cheery voices and a ringing laugh
as I drew near the door, which I opened, and caught a glimpse of two middle-aged,
schoolish-looking women, whose faces blanched and lengthened when they saw
me, and then they both plunged through the window, with a great crash. I was
surprised.
In about half an hour an old gentleman, with a flowing beard and a fine but
rather austere face, entered, and sat down at my invitation. He seemed to have
something on his mind. He took off his hat and set it on the floor, and got out of it
a red silk handkerchief and a copy of the newsletter. He put the newsletter on his
lap, and, while he polished his spectacles with his handkerchief, he said:
‘Are you the new editor?’
I said I was.
‘Have you ever edited a family history newsletter before?’
‘No,’ I said; ‘this is my first attempt.’
‘Very likely. Have you had any experience in genealogy, practically?’
‘No, I believe I have not.’
‘Some instinct told me so,’ said the old gentleman, putting on his spectacles
and looking over them at me with asperity, while he folded his copy of the
newsletter into a convenient shape. ‘I wish to read you what must have made me
have that instinct. It was this editorial. Listen, and see if it was you who wrote it:
‘Ancestors should never be researched—it injures them. It is much better to
send a genealogist up and let him or her shake the tree.
‘Now, what do you think of that?—for I really suppose you wrote it?’
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‘Think of it? Why, I think it is good. I think it is sense.
I have no doubt that, every year, millions and millions of
ancestors’ names lie buried unknown in this state alone
by being researched in a half-hearted manner, when, if
they had sent a genealogist up to shake the tree—‘
’Shake your grandmother! Ancestors don't grow on
trees!’
‘Oh, they don't, don't they? Well, who said they did?
The language was intended to be figurative, wholly
figurative. Anybody, who knows anything, will know that
I meant that the researcher should shake the vine.’
Then this old person got up and tore his newsletter
all into small shreds, and stamped on them, and broke
several things with his cane, and said I did not know as
much as an SASE envelope; and then went out, and
banged the door after him, and, in short, acted in such a
way that I fancied he was displeased about something.
But, not knowing what the trouble was, I could not be
any help to him.
Pretty soon after this a long, cadaverous creature,
with lanky locks hanging down to his shoulders and a
week's stubble bristling from the hills and valleys of his
face, darted within the door, and halted, motionless, with
finger on lip, and head and body bent in listening
attitude. No sound was heard. Still he listened. No sound.
Then he turned the key in the door, and came
elaborately tip-toeing toward me, till he was within long
reaching distance of me, when he stopped, and, after
scanning my face with intense interest for a while, drew
a folded copy of the newsletter from his bosom, and said:
‘There—you wrote that. Read it to me, quick!
Relieve, me—I suffer.’
I read as follows -- and as the sentences fell from my
lips I could see the relief come—I could see the drawn
muscles relax, and the anxiety go out of the face, and rest
and peace steal over the features like the merciful
moonlight over a desolate landscape:
The pedigree—shaped like a crane’s foot, derived
from the French words ‘pé de grue’ (foot of the crane)—
is a fine bird, but great care is necessary in rearing it. It
should not be imported earlier than June nor later than
September. In the winter it should be kept in a warm
place, where it can hatch out its young. It is evident that
we are to have a backward season for researchers.
Therefore, it will be well for the genealogists to begin
setting out their ancestor traps and planting their roots
in August instead of September.
Concerning the family history—A full-blown narrative is a favorite with the natives of the interior of the
country, who prefer it to the fill-in-the-blank sheets for
the making of story-time reading, and who likewise give
it the preference over the family group sheet for reading
to children, as being more entertaining and fully as
satisfying. The timeline is the only detail of the
researched family that will thrive in the north, except the
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original source and one or two varieties of documents.
But the custom of stringing it in the front yard with the
dates dangling down is fast going out of vogue, for it is
now generally conceded that the timeline, as a clothes
line, is a failure.
Now, as the warm weather approaches, and the
cranes begin to spawn—
The excited listener sprang toward me, to shake
hands, and said:
‘There, there—that will do! I know I am all right now
because you have read it just as I did, word for word. But,
stranger, when I first read it this morning I said to myself
I never, never believed it before, notwithstanding my
friends kept me under watch so strict, but now I believe
I am crazy; and with that I fetched a howl that you might
have heard two miles, and started out to kill somebody—because, you know, I knew it would come to that
sooner or later, and so I might as well begin. I read one of
them paragraphs over again, so as to be certain, and then
I burned my house down and started. I have crippled
several people, and have got one fellow up a tree, where
I can get him if I want him. But I thought I would call in
here as I passed along, and make the thing perfectly
certain; and now it is certain, and I tell you it is lucky for
the chap that is in the tree. I should have killed him, sure,
as I went back. Good-by, sir, good-by—you have taken a
great load off my mind. My reason has stood the strain of
one of your genealogical articles, and I know that nothing
can ever unseat it now . Goodbye, sir.’
I felt a little uncomfortable about the cripplings and
arsons this person had been entertaining himself with,
for I could not help feeling remotely accessory to them;
but these thoughts were quickly banished, for the regular
editor walked in! [I thought to myself, Now if you had
gone to Egypt, as I recommended you to, I might have
had a chance to get my hand in; but you wouldn't do it,
and here you are. I sort of expected you.]
The editor was looking sad, and perplexed, and
dejected. She surveyed the wreck which that old rioter
and these two young ladies had made, and then said:
‘This is a sad business—a very sad business. There is
the mucilage bottle broken, and six panes of glass, and a
spittoon and two candlesticks. But that is not the worst.
The reputation of the newsletter is injured, and
permanently, I fear. True, there never was such a call for
the paper before, and it never sold such a large edition or
soared to such celebrity; but does one want to be famous
for lunacy, and prosper upon the infirmities of the mind?
My friend, as I am an honest woman, the street out here
is full of people, and others are roosting on the fences,
waiting to get a glimpse of you, because they think you
are crazy. And well they might, after reading your
editorials. They are a disgrace to journalism. Why, what
put it into your head that you could edit a newsletter of
this nature? You do not seem to know the first rudiments
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of family history. You speak of a generation in terms of
branches; you talk of the mating season for brides and
grooms; and you recommend writing about the family cat
on account of its playfulness and its excellence as a family
pet. Your remark that third-cousins will lie quiet if
classical music be played to them, was superfluous—
entirely superfluous. Nothing disturbs third-cousins.
Third-cousins always lie quiet. They care nothing
whatever about classical music. Ah, heavens and earth,
friend, if you had made the acquiring of ignorance the
study of your life, you could not have graduated with
higher honor than you could today. I never saw anything
like it. Your observation that the census index, as an
article of commerce, is steadily gaining in favor, is simply
calculated to destroy this newsletter. I want you to throw
up your situation and go. I want no more leave of this
editorship—I could not enjoy it if I had it. Certainly not
with you in my chair. I would always stand in dread of
what you might be going to recommend next. It makes
me lose all patience every time I think of your discussing
‘cranes’ under the head of 'roots.' I want you to go.
Nothing on earth could persuade me to take leave again.
Oh, why didn't you tell me you didn't know anything
about genealogy?’
‘Tell you? Tell you? It's the first time I ever heard
such an unfeeling remark. I tell you I have been in the
editorial business going on fourteen years, and it is the
first time I ever heard of a man's having to know anything
in order to edit a newsletter. Who write the dramatic
critiques for the second-rate papers? Why, a parcel of
promoted shoemakers and apprentice apothecaries, who
know just as much about good acting as I do about family
history research and no more. Who review the books?

People who never wrote one. Who do up the heavy
leaders on finance? Parties who have had the largest
opportunities for knowing nothing about it. Who criticise
the political campaigns? Gentlemen and gentlewomen
who do not know a legislator from a litigator, and who
never have had to run a foot-race with a taxman. Who
complain about underage drinking and clamor about
binge drinking on campus? Folks who will never draw
another sober breath till they do it in the grave. And who
edit the family history newsletters? People, as a general
thing, who fail in the poetry line, yellow covered novel
line, sensation-drama line, city-editor line, and finally fall
back on the genealogical newsletter as a temporary
reprieve from the poor-house. You try to tell me anything
about the newsletter business! Ma’am, I have been
through it from Alpha to Wagga Wagga, and I tell you
that the less a man knows the bigger noise he makes and
the higher the salary he commands. Heaven knows if I
had but been ignorant instead of cultivated, and
impudent instead of diffident, I could have made a name
for myself in this cold, selfish world. I take my leave,
ma’am. Since I have been treated as you have treated
me, I am perfectly willing to go. But I have done my duty.
I have fulfilled my contract, as far as I was permitted to
do it. I said I could make your newsletter of interest to all
classes, and I have. I said I could run your circulation up
to twenty thousand copies, and if I had had two more
weeks I'd have done it. And I'd have given you the best
class of readers that ever a family history newsletter
had—not a genealogist in it, nor a solitary individual who
could tell a timeline tree from a pedigree-vine to save his
life. You are the loser by this rupture, not me, Ancestral
Pie-Chart. Adieu.’ I then left.

The above short story—tweaked only so slightly but otherwise here shamelessly
‘plagiarized’ (by guest editor Stephen Ehat) from Mark Twain’s delightful publicdomain work titled How I Edited an Agricultural Paper—was presented here solely
for your reading enjoyment. Apart from the editorial attempt to transfer his
impeccable humor from the farmlands of nineteenth century America into your
History Detective reading for the month, his writing seems to exemplify not
necessarily in its humorous aspects but in its colorful, vivid, concrete ones what
it is Carol Baxter is trying to get us to understand. Note how Twain (née Samuel
Langhorne Clemens) employs his images. I (Ehat) chose purposely to omit any
embedded images on the pages accompanying Twain’s story. You didn’t need
them; your mind took over, didn’t it? You saw the stairs in the office, the group
of men and boys, even the smile in the editor’s eye, secretly pleased with the
attention. You almost heard the cheery voices and ringing laugh and no doubt you
too were startled at breaking glass and the great crash. You could see the flowing
beard, the red silk handkerchief, and even the crane’s foot (I was pretty liberal
with the editing there—but it is true, that’s the origin of the word ‘pedigree’).
Such is the aspect of writing that Carol Baxter wants us to bring to our
histories—our family histories, personal histories, and criminal . . . er, crime . . .
histories. But leave that latter category to Carol; she’s gotta make a living!
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About the Guest Editor:
My name is Stephen Ehat. I live in the United States. Carol told me in an email the
other day she’d not be able to put out her newsletter this month because of the
press of duties falling upon her in getting Lucretia Borgia prepared so it can go to
pressing. For some strange reason she said ‘yes’ when I offered to write one for her.
Now that she sees I’m a plagairist and to boot have her losing an argument to Mark
Twain of all writers, I’m sure she’ll never contact me again.
The ‘interchange’ between Twain and Baxter at the end of the above story kind
of reminds me of a humorous incident between my wife, Jeanine, and her English
teacher who taught her in her last year of high school. This one teacher annoyed my
wife, requiring the students not just to fill in the blank lines on the pre-printed
homework assignments she sent them home with, but to write the whole sentence
(even the pre-printed words).
Now my wife was a
voracious reader and loved
English but this timeconsuming extra work was
exhausting. So she began
writing her homework
sentences out in shorthand
so she could get to the task
of her other studies. She at
one point asked the teacher
why she was requiring this
and the teacher responded,
‘Because we’ve got too many students still who can’t write a complete sentence.’
So when the class was reading Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales the teacher assigned
class members to write their own tale. They were to set five pilgrims on their way
in their own newly-minted poetic travelogue and make the story rhyme just like
Chaucer’s. So Jeanine decided to write her own Purgatory Tales and in it walked the
people who most annoyed her, bullies, creeps, and, of course, her English teacher.
An English teacher our trip did grace,
She was quick of mind and fair of face;
Vocabulary words fell easily off her tongue,
Followed quickly by a clever pun . . .
And on and on and on. And then the closing lines:
And why was she doing penance?
She made her students write the whole sentence.
Jeanine was quite concerned about what reaction—and what grade—she would
receive from her teacher. Happily, it came back with a ‘Smiley Face’ and a simple
inquiry: ‘And why were you going to purgatory?’
Kind of cute to think that my wife, before I knew her, had already sent one of
her English teachers to hell (and got a way with it).
É É É
I first ‘met’ Carol by writing an email to her in April of 2013 (we’ve otherwise never met). I wrote asking her about
a lecture she was slated to give (or then recently had already given) concerning “Errors in Original Records.” I was at that
time finalizing my syllabus for one of the presentations I was to give at the end of July at the 2013 Conference on Family
History and Genealogy, that was to be held in Provo, Utah (on the campus of Brigham Young University). We compared
notes and as a result, to the examples I already had—from records of Germany, Italy, France, and the United States—I
added a reference to Carol’s wonderful example, and to her expert analysis, of a mistake in an Australian record. See
more here: http://www.carolbaxter.com/douglas-controversy.html
Don’t forget that Carol is one of the lead presenters on the Unlock the Past Baltic cruise leaving Southampton,
England, on 11 July 2015 and returning there on 25 July. See last month’s History Detective for details.
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